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Welcome to
Toulouse, the
capital of Occitanie
The Toulouse Métropole Tourist Office
has created this travel planner with
travel trade professionals in mind:
tour-operators, travel agencies,
coach companies…, but also the
associations (leisure, senior citizens…)
and employee’s committees that
wish to arrange a stay in Toulouse.
On these pages you will discover a vast
offer of activities from which to choose.
What is more, there are programmes that
have been especially created for groups.
We are on hand to provide you with
advice or to suggest a la carte solutions
quickly and efficiently that meet your
needs with regards to accommodation,
eating out, visits and transfers.

Contacts
Would you like to organise a break?
Contact the TOULOUSE TOURIST OFFICE
Donjon du Capitole BP 38001
31080 Toulouse Cedex 6 - France

For all reservations,
contact the INBOUND DEPARTMENT
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
IM0311700002

To arrange your Fam-Trip,
contact the PROMOTIONS DEPARTMENT
Tel. +33 5 67 20 26 56
or +33 5 81 31 30 26
promotion@toulouse-tourisme.com

www.toulouse-visit.com

#visiteztoulouse
Toulouse tourisme
@VisitezToulouse/@VisitToulouse
@visiteztoulouse
Visitez Toulouse !
Do not hesitate to consult the Pro Services
area in order to discover all the latest
news from the Toulouse Tourist Office,
contact, details and products.
www.toulouse-visit.com
Section «Groups».

L’office de tourisme de Toulouse a reçu la marque nationale
QUALITÉ TOURISME TM conformément à sa démarche qualité concernant
les activités d’accueil, d’information, de promotion et de communication.
The Toulouse Tourist Office has been awarded the French QUALITÉ TOURISME TM label
for its quality policy for reception, information, promotion and communication
activities.

Are you organising a congress
or an event?
Contact the CONVENTION BUREAU

The tourist office benefits
from the following network:

Arche Marengo
1, allée Jacques-Chaban-Delmas
31500 Toulouse - France
Tel. +33 5 81 31 30 20
infos@so-toulouse.com

www.meetings-toulouse.com

New for 2018
• Toulouse “European City of
Science”: within the framework of the
ESOF forum from 9th to 14th July 2018,
4,000 participants from more than
80 countries will gather in Toulouse
(agenda p. 20)
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• New walkway and new viewpoint at Viguerie port
Coming at the end of 2018:
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opening of the Piste des géants
(“Giant’s Runway”) at Montaudran,
in memory of the great days of Aéropostale
(museums, gardens, machinery hall…).

Walkway at Viguerie port
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www.toulouse-visit.com
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Accessible to people with
physical, mental, hearing and/or
visual disabilities.

“Tourism and Disabilities” brand:
physical, mental, hearing and/or
visual disabilities.
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Colourful
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The Saint-Étienne Quartier
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Place du Capitole
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Canal du Midi

Unique
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Nature

Jardin royal
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good reasons for
visiting Toulouse
1. The capital of Occitanie
A short hop from the Pyrenees and
the Mediterranean, Toulouse is ideally
situated in the South-West of France.

This is a city of colour, with its façades
of pink brick, its emblematic flower,
the violet, the blue of the local pastel…

© D . Viet

© Patrick Poupart

2. Truly colourful

3. A welcoming city
Toulouse is as warm
as its weather: conviviality and
art de vivre are on the menu.

4. A rich heritage
Bursting with 2000 years of history,
the Ville Rose is home to three
UNESCO World Heritage sites, such
as the famous Canal du Midi.

5. Festive all year round
Toulouse is a festive and dynamic city
that is synonymous with the “fiesta”
and with lively summer evenings!

Convivial

6. The pleasures of the table

Accessible

Regional wines and produce take
pride of place: bon viveurs will
love the famous cassoulet and the
fine wines of the South-West.

7. Nature and walks
The city’s 160 parks and gardens extend
an invitation to visitors to relax and
enjoy a stroll, as do the banks of the
River Garonne and the Canal du Midi.

8. Air and space
From the Aeroscopia Museum
to the Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse
is a must-visit destination for lovers
of aeronautics and space exploration.

9. A sporty city
Toulouse is also sporty: the focus
is on rugby with Stade Toulousain,
the local team that has been champion
of France and of Europe many times!

10. A unique offer

Aeroscopia Museum

© D . Viet

The Ville Rose boasts a unique
tourism offer: museums that
touch on every era, industrial
sites that have been repurposed
as unusual tourism venues…

Paris

Toulouse

Bordeaux
Albi
Lourdes

Carcassonne
Montpellier

Barcelona
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Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

Toulouse Métropole in figures

4 3

4th largest city in France

466 000

inhabitants in Toulouse

3rd university city of France

LOCATION

746 000

inhabitants across the
metropolitan area

THE GREAT OUTDOORS…
2,027 hours
681 km
south of
Paris

of sunshine per
year on average

650 millimetres
of rainfall on average

250 km
from the
Atlantic Ocean

4 days of snow
per year on average

110 km
from the ski
resorts of the
Pyrenees

150 km
from the
Mediterranean Sea

160 parks
and gardens
in the centre of Toulouse

IN ONE YEAR…
5.25 million visitors
are welcomed to Toulouse on average.

8 million passengers
use the Toulouse-Blagnac Airport.

The Aeronautical industry:

590,000 visitors

n° 1 in Europe
and n° 2 worldwide

go to the Cité de l’Espace and
the Muséum de Toulouse.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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Arriving into Toulouse
Toulouse is a destination located just one hour by air from Paris.
Connected by a comprehensive network of air and rail routes and by the motorways
of southern France, the Ville Rose throws open its doors to you.

TOULOUSE-BLAGNAC AIRPORT
• 5th largest airport in France

Tramway links to the city centre

• 41 daily flights between Paris
and Toulouse (flight: 1h10)

T2 line: Airport - Palais-de-justice

• 67 scheduled international routes

Tel. 0 825 380 000 (€ 0,18/min)
From abroad: +33 1 70 46 74 74
www.toulouse.aeroport.fr
Leisure development department:
Tel. +33 5 61 42 45 36

Airport > Toulouse : first departure at
5:57 am, last departure at 11:58 pm
(12:20 am on Friday and Saturday).
Toulouse > Airport: first departure
from Palais-de-justice at 5:50 am,
last departure at 11:30 pm.

Connections with the metro at Arènes
and Palais-de-justice stations.
Frequency: every 15 minutes.
Journey time: 30 minutes.
Ticket price: € 1.60.
Information at www.tisseo.fr

Destinations ser ved
by Toulouse Airpor t
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Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

WELCOME TO TOULOUSE

Tisséo Airport Shuttle
Tel. +33 5 61 41 70 70
Airport > Toulouse:
first departure at 5:40 am and
last departure at 12:10 am.
Toulouse > Airport:
first departure from the bus station
at 5:05 am, last departure at 9:40 pm.
Departures every 20 minutes
every day except 1st May.
Journey time: from 20 to 45 minutes.

Stops in the city centre: Pont
du Béarnais, Compans-Caffarelli,
Jeanne-d’Arc, Jean-Jaurès,
SNCF railway station, bus station.
Ticket price: € 8 per journey.

© Aéroport de Toulouse-Blagnac

Bus links
to the city centre

Taxi
Tel. +33 5 61 30 02 54
Average price for a journey from
the airport to the city centre: € 25.
A taxi rank is located on the ground
floor, arrivals level, between gates
B3 (hall B) and C1 (hall C).

TOULOUSE-MATABIAU STATION
Boulevard Pierre-Semard
SNCF : tel. 3635
voyages-sncf.com
Paris-Montparnasse
> Toulouse: 4h17.
Barcelona > Toulouse: 3h30.
Bordeaux > Toulouse: 2h05.
Nice > Toulouse: 6h50.
Marseille > Toulouse: 4h.
Montpellier > Toulouse: 2h15.
Biarritz > Toulouse: 4h30.
Lourdes > Toulouse: 2h.

From the station
to the city centre
By metro: A line, Marengo-SNCF
station. Take the Basso-Cambo train
to reach the city.

tion
Toulouse-Matabiau Railway Sta

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© D. Viet

By bus: bus 14 and 22 (22S in the
evening: busses run until 12:30 am
during the week and until 1 am on
Friday and Saturday nights).
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Our suggestions
AN ALL-INCLUSIVE BREAK IN TOULOUSE

© D. Viet

© J.M. Herrador

© D. Viet

Ideal for getting to know everything about Toulouse, let us guide you for a weekend and
enjoy a break that will show you all the essentials.

Toulouse, heritage,
sky and earth
4 star weekend
in Toulouse
After the essential visit to all the major
monuments, followed by lunch in the
city centre, head for the Airbus assembly line and discover the impressive
A380!
Dinner at leisure and overnight at a 4 star
hotel.
The next day, head out to visit the great
markets with an obligatory tasting of
local Toulouse products.
In the afternoon, set off for a panoramic tour of the historic quarters on the
banks of the Garonne, passing through
the most beautiful gardens. T he
weekend finishes aboard a canal barge
devoted to the violet, the emblematic
flower of Toulouse, and with a visit and
tasting.

WEEKEND
FROM

€ 176/person
• Valid only at weekends or during
school holidays.
• Based on 30 people.
• Entry to all sites and monuments
included.
• Accommodation in a 4 star hotel
(superior rooms available with a
supplement), breakfast included.
• Lunch included.
• Transport not included.
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Cultural Toulouse
The first day begins with a panoramic
tour around Toulouse. After lunch in
the city centre, head for the historic
monuments: Le Capitole, basilica of
Saint-Sernin, the Jacobins Convent…;
then to the Hôtel de Bernuy, to discover pastel.
Dinner at leisure and overnight at a
3 star hotel.
On the second day you will discover the Augustins Museum, the rue
Croix-Baragnon, known for its mansion houses, and Saint-Étienne Cathedral. After your meal, set off for a
walking tour along the banks of the
Garonne.

2 D AY S
FROM

€ 161/person
• Based on 30 people.
• Entry to all sites included.
• Accommodation and lunch
included.
• Transport not included.

Start off with a visit to the great monuments of Toulouse. After lunch in the
city centre, head for the Aeroscopia
Museum: the past, present and future
of aeronautics will be revealed to you!
Dinner at leisure and overnight at a 3 star
hotel.
On the second day you set off for a
space adventure at the Cité de l’Espace.
Discovery, exploration, training: a veritable immersion into the world of space
in just one day.

2 D AY S
FROM

€ 183/person
• Based on 30 people.
• Entry to all sites included.
• Accommodation and lunch
included.
• Transport not included.

• Day based on 30 people.
• Services of a tour guide
according to the programme.
• Entry to all sites and
lunch included.
• Transport not included.
• Evening programme available
with a supplement (dinner
cruises, dinner-show) by request.

Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
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INDEPENDENT TRAVELLERS:
YOUR WEEKEND IN TOULOUSE

View the offers for independent
travellers throughout this Travel
Planner with the icon “FIT”
(Free Independent Traveller).

Toulouse is a destination that is ideal for visiting in a small group, with family or with
friends: find our suggestions for creating your own weekend breaks combining heritage,
innovation, gastronomy and art de vivre.
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

In the morning, set off for a fun tour
through the city aboard a gyropod. At
midday, head towards Victor-Hugo
market and its restaurants. Then it’s
time for a treasure hunt in Toulouse
for those who fancy themselves as
detectives, or to take off on a flight
simulator for those who are more adventurous.
The afternoon winds down with a visit
to the Terre de Pastel museum, before
dinner at the Place du Capitole.

A very full day indeed: after breakfast
at a terrace cafe, hit the road for an
open-top minibus tour or a trip on the
little tourist train. Stop at a tea room
for lunch, and then take the Starline
shuttle bus to the Aeroscopia Museum and the Airbus assembly site.
At the end of the day, why not make
detour and visit the Maison de la Violette, before having dinner in the lively
neighbourhood around Place Wilson?

On your last day, enjoy the classics:
spend the morning at the Cité de l’Espace
theme park and, after lunch on site at the
Astronaut’Café, step aboard for a cruise
along the River Garonne or Canal du Midi.

• Mobilboard Gyropods:
30 min - € 20 per person.
www.mobilboard.com/toulouse

• Open-top minibus
(panoramic tour): 1h15
€ 14 per person.
www.citytour-toulouse.com

• Gyropodes Gyromidi:
1h - € 25 per person.
www.gyromidi.fr

• Tourist Train: 35 minutes.
€ 7 per person.
www.petittraintoulouse.com

• Urban rally: 3h - € 25 per person.
www.granhota.fr

• Starline Shuttle bus: 25 min
€ 9 per person return.
www.voyages-duclos.com >
« Nos services (“Our services”)

• Maison de la Violette:
www.lamaisondelaviolette.com

The Cité de l’Espace

Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

Terre de pastel

© G. Martin

© Cité de l’espace - M. Huynh

• Terre de Pastel museum:
45min. visit. € 7 per person.
www.terredepastel.com

• Visit Aeroscopia + Airbus =
€ 23 per person.
Reservation essential.
www.manatour.fr

© K. Lhémon

• Flight Simulator: from € 99
or 139 per person for 1h.
www.aviasim.fr • www.flightsensations-toulouse.com

• Cité de l’Espace: from € 21 per person.
www.cite-espace.com
• River Cruise: 1h10 excursion,
€ 10 per person.
www.bateaux-toulousains.com
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The essential stop on your tours
Ideally situated in the heart of south-western France, Toulouse is surrounded by remarkable
destinations that allow you to extend your stay: Albi, Millau and its viaduct, the medieval
city of Carcassonne, iconic stops along the Way of St. James, or even the Canal du Midi that
takes you all the way to Agde… So many noteworthy places to explore with three tours that
we have suggested for you to enjoy during a 3, 5 or 7 day break.
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Mirepoix

Saint-Bertrand-
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Castres
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HAUTES-PYRÉNÉESde-Comminges
Gavarnie
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Nîmes

Narbonne
Montségur

Mediterranean Sea
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ORIENTALES
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IN 3 DAYS: THE RECORD-BREAKER TOUR
One of the biggest Roman basilicas in the Occident, the largest commercial aircraft
in the world, one of the highest bridges on Earth: prepare to be amazed during this tour
of superlatives that starts out from Toulouse!

Day 1: Toulouse
• Morning: visit on foot of the historic
heart of Toulouse, notably the basilica
of Saint-Sernin, one of the biggest Roman basilicas in the Occident area.
• Afternoon: visit the Airbus assembly
site, the construction site of the A380,
the largest commercial aircraft of all
time.

Day 2: Albi
• Morning: set off to Albi (76 km).
Visit on foot of the historic heart of Albi,
including Sainte-Cécile Cathedral, the
largest brick-built cathedral in the world.
• Af ternoon: visit the Toulouse Lautrec Museum.

Day 3: Roquefort
and Millau
• M orning: set of f for Roquefor t
(91 km), where you can visit the caves
where the famous cheese is created.
• Late morning: set off for Millau and
its viaduct (25 km).
Climb up to the viewpoint for the Millau
viaduct, among the highest (270 m)
and longest (2.4 km) cable-stayed
bridges in the world.
• Afternoon: a walk in the Causse du
Larzac, listed by UNESCO as a World
Heritage site.
• Return to Toulouse (200 km).

On the 3rd day, between Albi and Millau, you could opt for a different stop: why
not take the opportunity to stop at Rodez? It provides the chance to visit the
Soulages Museum, a magnificent contemporary building located in the town
where this artist was born, displaying nearly 500 of his works.

Rodez

Albi
Toulouse

Millau

CityTour
Sud-Ouest
CityTour Sud-Ouest offers
excursions by coach to the most
beautiful sites of the region,
departing from Toulouse. You can
choose to visit the medieval city
of Carcassonne, the vineyards of
Fronton (“wine tour”) or enjoy a
day trip to Albi and Cordes-sur-Ciel.
• Full-day excursions. Departures
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday or Sunday depending on
the destination and the season.
• For all information go to
www.citytour-toulouse.com/
citytour-sud-ouest.

It is possible to arrange the
services of a tour guide for the day:
IN FRENCH

€ 324/group
IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE

Albi

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© D. Viet

€ 372/group
• Full day based on 30 people.
• On your coach and at the
various sites, a tour guide will
accompany you throughout the
day and will reveal to you the
richness of our local area.
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IN 5 DAYS: THE WAY OF ST. JAMES

© D. Viet

Hit the road and discover the beauty of the stops that dot the Way of St. James, which
in 2018 celebrates the 20th anniversary of its inscription as a World Heritage site.

Day 3: from Rocamadour
to Moissac
• Morning: head for Cahors (61 km).
Tour around the historic centre of
Cahors, brought to life by its shops
and “secret gardens”.
• Afternoon: head to Moissac.
You will drive along a road that snakes
past hillsides and villages, following
the route of the Puy Trail.
• End of the day: Arrive at Moissac,
admire the abbey of Saint-Pierre and
enter its cloister.

Day 4: from
Moissac to Auch

Rocamadour

Day 1: Conques
• Morning: visit the village of Conques
and its abbey church of Sainte-Foy.
• Afternoon: walk along the Puy trail
(the GR65) with its superb views
across the site of Conques.

Day 2: from Conques
to Rocamadour
• Morning: head for Figeac (48 km).
Tour of Figeac, which welcomes pilgrims at its abbey, with its remarkable
ancient houses.
• Afternoon: head for Rocamadour
(46 km). Visit Rocamadour, with its
sanctuaries cut into the cliffs.
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• Morning: head for Valence-surBaïse, Gers (95 km).
On the way, you can visit one of the
stop-over villages along the Puy Trail.
• Afternoon: visit the Cistercian abbey
of Flaran.
• Depart for Auch, along the Arles Trail
(33 km). Visit Auch and Sainte-Marie
Cathedral with its superb stainedglass windows.
• Head for Toulouse (79 km).

Day 5: Toulouse
• Morning: discover the basilica of
Saint-Sernin, a major stopping point
on the Way of St. James and one of
the biggest Roman basilicas in the
Occident.
• Afternoon: stroll along the banks
of the River Garonne, then cross the
famous Pont Neuf. You will arrive at
the Hôtel-Dieu Saint-Jacques, where
p il g r i ms we re we l c o m e d b efo re
continuing on their journey.

Rocamadour
Conques
Moissac
Toulouse

Oc’tobus :
Paysdoc takes you to explore
three unmissable sites of the
South-West. Set off on an allinclusive half-day tour with a
guide departing from Toulouse:
head to Albi, Carcassonne or
Cordes-sur-Ciel, cities that are
a thousand years old on the
doorstep of the Ville Rose.
• Half-day excursions. Departures
on Monday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday or Sunday depending
on the destination
and the season.
• Possible to book packages
with 2 or 3 destinations.
• For all information
go to http://paysdoc.com/
boutique/octobus.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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IN 7 DAYS: THE CANAL DU MIDI BY BIKE
Superb landscapes, exceptional heritage, and the sunshine of southern France up above:
get on your bike! Set off along an unforgettable trail that skirts the Canal du Midi.

Day 1: visit Toulouse
By bike or on foot, wander along the
historic narrow streets of the Ville Rose.
Among the main attractions: Le Capitole, the basilica of Saint-Sernin and the
Jacobins Convent.

Day 2: from Toulouse
to Castelnaudary
After 50km of greenway trail, you arrive
at the point where the waters of the
canal part. Spend the evening at Castelnaudary, the most important port
between Toulouse and the Mediterranean.
Bike: 60 km.

Day 3: from
Castelnaudary
to Carcassonne

© OT de Carcassonne

Flanking the Grand Bassin de Castelnaudary, you will be able to admire the
city of Carcassonne; a short stop will
allow you to spend the afternoon exploring this medieval gem.
Bike: 42 km.

Day 4: from Carcassonne
to Homps
Leave Carcassonne and head into the
Minervois. Cross the vineyards and
villages before reaching the small and
lively port of Homps.
Bike: 41 km.

Day 7: from Agde to Sète
A wilderness cycling trail that runs
between Thau and the Mediterranean
Sea allows you to watch the pink flamingos take flight. You finally arrive at
Sète, the “Venice of the Languedoc”.
Bike: 35 km.

Day 5: from Homps
to Capestang
Just after Homps, you will cross several bridges and canal-bridges. You will
then arrive at Caspestang, visiting its
château and collegiate church from the
14th century.
Bike: 43 km.

Toulouse

Agde

Sète

Carcassonne

Day 6: from
Capestang to Agde
Head for Onglous Point and its small
lighthouse, which offers superb panoramic views, most notably, of the Thau
Pond and the listed port of Marseillan.
Bike: 50 km.

This tour is provided by Véloccitane voyages.
www.veloccitane.fr

Further afield
Other cities to explore in
southern France…
• Montpellier (2h15 by train).
• Lourdes (2h by train).
• Bordeaux (2h05 by train).
• Nîmes (2h45 by train).

Toulouse is also only 3h30 by
train from Barcelona, or just
1h by air. Take advantage of
this and extend your break to
the other side of the border!
• Barcelona-Sants Railway Station
Plaça dels Països Catalans
Train times : www.renfe.com
• Barcelona Airport - El Prat (BCN)
Tourist Office at Barcelona Airport:
Tel. +34 93 378 8175
or +34 93 378 8149
ot.aeroportbcnta@gencat.cat

Medieval city of Carcassonne

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
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Cultural heritage
© D. Viet

EXCEPTIONAL MONUMENTS
Le Capitole
Place du Capitole
Tel. +33 5 61 22 34 12
This is the emblematic building of the
Ville Rose: set overlooking the Place
du Capitole since the 18 th century,
it is home to both the city hall and
the Théâtre du Capitole. You can
traverse this building through the
Henri IV courtyard, behind the central
do or way. O n the f irst f lo or are a
succession of state rooms, including
th e sup e r b S alle d es Illustres , a
vast galler y of windows in which
the paintings retrace the history of
Toulouse.

The basilica
of Saint-Sernin
Place Saint-Sernin
Tel. +33 5 61 21 70 18
www.basilique-saint-sernin.fr
This basilica of brick and stone from
the 11th century is actually one of the
largest Roman edifices in the Occident! A former stop-off along the Way
of St. James, it is listed by UNESCO
as a World Heritage site. Beneath its
octagonal bell tower you will discover
an immense vaulted nave, as well as a
crypt that is the resting place for many
religious relics. Among them are those
of Saint Sernin, a bishop and martyr
from the 3rd century after whom the
basilica is named.
DOCUMENTS
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Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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Hôtel d’Assézat

The Jacobins Convent

During the Renaissance, the city, which
had grown rich from the pastel trade,
saw sumptuous homes built throughout,
including the Hôtel d’Assézat. These
mansion houses, spread throughout the
city, were also influenced by the Classical
era and still bear the traces of this period.
In order to discover them, the tourist office
provides a guided tour entitled “Toulouse
and the Renaissance” (bookings: see
contact information page 22).

Parvis of the Jacobins,
entrance from the church
Tel. +33 5 61 22 23 82
www.jacobins.toulouse.fr
The remarkable feature that is sure to
surprise visitors is the single vault in the
form of a palm tree. The church, with
its painted double nave and superb
stained-glass windows, is home to
the remains of Saint Thomas Aquinas.
As for the convent’s cloister, a haven
of peace in the city, it regularly hosts
concerts and exhibitions.
A jewel of southern Gothic art, this
ensemble was founded in the 13th and
14th centuries by the Dominican order.

© D. Viet

The mansion houses

Also worth
exploring
The Terre-Cabade
cemetery
edral
Saint-Étienne Cath

Saint-Étienne Cathedral

Place Saint-Étienne
Constructed between the 13 th and
17th centuries, the originality of this
cathedral lies in its architecture, a
combination of southern and northern
Gothic styles. It is home to a wealth
of interior features (altarpiece, organ,
stained-glass windows…) that are worth
admiring.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

1, avenue du Cimetière
Tel. +33 5 61 22 22 76
Designed by architect Urbain Vitry,
the “Père-Lachaise of Toulouse”
was inaugurated in 1840 and is
still today the largest cemetery
in the city, covering 33 hectares
and providing a resting place for
s o m e fa m o us na m e s . Te r re Cabade’s English-style garden
p a t h s l e a d to s o m e u n u s u a l
funerary monuments: a pavilion
w i t h l ot u s f l o we r s , a te m p l e
frontispiece decorated with friezes
of dragonflies…

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

Canal du Midi and
the great monuments
In the morning, along with a
guide, set off for a tour of the city
aboard your coach. You can
then take the time to enjoy
a lunch cruise along the Canal du
Midi aboard the restaurant-boat
L’Occitania.
In the afternoon, in order to
discover a Toulouse monument
in greater detail, you can choose
from four themes to explore in
one hour:
• Le Capitole;
• the basilica of Saint-Sernin;
• the Jacobins Convent;
• the Renaissance and
the mansion houses.
T H E F U L L D AY
FROM

€ 65/person
(based on 30 people).
Includes the services of a tour guide
for the day and the lunch cruise.
Reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

• The Donjon du Capitole
• The Canal du Midi
• Churches: the former church
of Saint-Pierre-des-Cuisines, the
Carmelites Chapel, the churches
of Notre-Dame-du-Taur and NotreDame-de-la-Dalbade, the basilica
of Notre-Dame-de-la-Daurade
• The mansion houses of Clary (Hôtel
de Pierre), Pierre de Serta, Dahus,
Béringuier-Maynier known as VieuxRaisin, Chevaliers de Saint-Jean-deJérusalem and the Ostal d’Occitània
• The monument to the
glory of the Resistance
• The monument to the
glory of the Combatants
• The Shoah Memorial
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© Muséum de Tlse - J.-J Ader

© Abattoirs

© J. Sierpinski

THE MUSEUMS

The Augustins Museum

Les Abattoirs

Muséum de Toulouse

MUSEUM OF FINE-ARTS OF TOULOUSE

MUSEUM OF MODERN AND
CONTEMPORARY ART
FRAC MIDI-PYRÉNÉES

35, allées Jules-Guesde
Tel. +33 5 67 73 84 84
museum@toulouse-metropole.fr
www.museum.toulouse.fr
The Gardens of the Muséum:
entrance at avenue MauriceBourgès-Maunoury.
The Muséum explores the relationship
between humans, nature and the
environment through its living
a n d n at u r alis t i c c o ll e c t i o ns , i t s
exhibitions, its entertainments, as
well as its gardens in Borderouge.
A n a r c h i te c t u r a l , s c i e n t i f i c a n d
educational space, it is a place where
young and old alike can gather.

21, rue de Metz
Tel. +33 5 61 22 21 82
augustins@mairie-toulouse.fr
www.augustins.org
This is one of the very first museums in
France. Housed in the former Augustins
Convent since the French Revolution, its
prestigious setting is the backdrop for
a collection of paintings and sculptures
from the early Middle Ages to the start
of the 20 th century, including a wide
collection of Roman capitals and Gothic
sculptures. Don’t miss: the spectacular
colony of gargoyles that have taken up
residence in the cloister!
The 2nd floor is closed in 2018
due to construction works.

76, allées Charles-de-Fitte
Tel. +33 5 34 51 10 60
lesabattoirs@lesabattoirs.org
www.lesabattoirs.org
T h e c i t y ’s fo r m e r a b a t to i r s a r e
nowadays home to a museum and to
the region’s contemporary art fund.
Its unique collection includes over
4000 works that cover the artistic
movements born from the Second
Wo r l d Wa r o nwa rds to t h e m o s t
contemporary forms of creativity.

GUIDED
VISITS

GUIDED
VISITS

Espace EDF Bazacle

(Disabled access: ground floor only.)

© D. Viet

11, quai Saint-Pierre
Tel. +33 5 62 30 16 00
visites.edf.bazacle@manatour.fr
bazacle.edf.com
With its incomparable view of the River
Garonne, this free cultural space is
home to the EDF hydro-electric plant,
and its machine room dating back to
the 19th century is still in use today. It
is home to major artistic exhibitions,
a photo gallery in the basement and a
surprising fish pass.

Quai des savoirs
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GUIDED
VISITS

© P. Daubert

39, allées Jules-Guesde
Tel. +33 5 67 73 84 84
quai-des-savoirs@
toulouse-metropole.fr
www.quaidessavoirs.fr
The Quai des Savoirs is a cultural venue
dedicated to the promotion and sharing
of scientific culture, innovation and digital
technologies. It offers a multi-disciplinary
programme for everyone from a young
age onwards: exhibitions, events,
workshops, café debates, conferences,
shows…

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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Museum of Vieux-Toulouse

Paul-Dupuy Museum

Place d’Assézat
Tel. +33 5 61 12 06 89
accueil@fondation-bemberg.fr
www.fondation-bemberg.fr
H o u s e d i n t h e H ô te l d ’A s s é z a t ,
the foundation established by
philanthropist Georges Bemberg
presents a panorama of western art
from the late Middle Ages until the
20 th century, through its collections
on display in its traditional salons,
surrounded by period furniture. One
room is devoted to canvases by the
painter Bonnard.

7, rue du May
Tel. +33 5 62 27 11 50
toulousains.de.toulouse@wanadoo.fr
http://toulousainsdetoulouse.fr
Installed in a 16 th century mansion
h o use, t his muse u m evo kes t h e
artistic and historic past of the city
through works of art and everyday
objects.

MUSEUM OF GRAPHIC AND
DECORATIVE ARTS

GUIDED
VISITS

17, rue du Japon
Tel. +33 5 31 22 99 80
communication.dupuy.labit@
mairie-toulouse.fr
www.museegeorgeslabit.fr
In a building with Moorish influences
surrounded by a botanical garden,
the museum houses a collection of
oriental art (Japan, China, South East
Asia…) and Egyptian antiquities.

© MSR – J.-F. Peiré

Bemberg Foundation

Georges-Labit Museum
ART FROM ASIA AND ANCIENT EGYPT

GUIDED
VISITS

13, rue de la Pleau
Tel. +33 5 31 22 95 40
communication.dupuy.labit@
mairie-toulouse.fr
www.ampdupuy.fr
Housed in a 17 th centur y mansion
house, this museum presents
precious collections of graphic and
decorative arts, including the largest
collection of ancient timepieces in
France.
GUIDED
VISITS

MATOU
TOULOUSE POSTER MUSEUM

58, allées Charles-de-Fitte
Tel. +33 5 81 917 917
musee.affiche@mairie-toulouse.fr
Musée de l’Affiche de Toulouse
An institution specialised in
collections of adver tising posters
and graphic art, the MATOU brings
together almost 20,000 pieces.

Le Château d’eau
um

The Saint-Raymond Muse

Saint-Raymond Museum
MUSEUM OF ANTIQUES

1 ter, place Saint-Sernin
Tel. +33 5 61 22 31 44
msr.web@mairie-toulouse.fr
www.saintraymond.toulouse.fr
T h i s m u s e u m o f a r t a n d o f a rchaeology displays the vestiges of
To u l o u s e f r o m t h e R o m a n a n d
pre-Roman periods. The basement
is a veritable archaeological site.
Close to Purpan, the museum also
allows visitors to enter the ruins of a
Roman amphitheatre.

1, place Laganne
Tel. +33 5 61 77 09 40
chateaudeau@galeriechateaudeau.org
www.galeriechateaudeau.org
T his galle r y o n the banks of the
River Garonne has hosted over 450
exhibitions from the biggest names
i n p h o t o g r a p h y : H e n r i C a r t i e rBresson, Robert Doisneau, Raymond
Depardon…

Also worth
exploring
• The Departmental Museum
of theResistance and of Deportation
• The Museum of the History
of Medicine of Toulouse
• Museum of Medical Instruments
of the Hospitals of Toulouse
• The Municipal Archives
• The Museum of Apprenticeship
• The Georges-Baccrabère
museographical space of the Catholic
Institute of Toulouse

GUIDED
VISITS
(Amphitheatre not accessible.)

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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Toulouse is…
• around one hundred
concerts every month;
• every year more than
sixty festivals covering
every field of the arts;
• unique events dedicated
to Latin and Occitan cultures;

CULTURE AND GOING OUT
There is always a concert, show or expo to get your teeth
into: throughout the year, day and night, Toulouse is a
city that moves, and one that has it all when it comes to
nights out!

Concerts and shows
• Fa n c y a c o n c e r t ? H ead fo r th e
T h é ât re d u C a p i to l e (o p e r as ,
ballets…) or the Halle aux Grains
for lovers of classical, Le Bikini or
Le Metronum for rock and modern
music, and of course Le Zénith for
concerts and events.
• Fes tivals also punctuate life in
To u l o u s e a c r o s s a l l s e a s o n s :
pride of place goes to music (¡Río
Loco!, Les Siestes électroniques),
cin e ma (Cin esp aña), o r eve n
literature (Le Marathon des mots).
Find all the major rendezvous on
page 20.
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• Do you prefer the theatre? Reserve
your place at one of the many Toulouse venues: the TNT (National
Theatre of Toulouse), the Théâtre
Garonne, the Théâtre du Grand-Rond,
or even, for lovers of café-theatre, La
Comédie de Toulouse, Les 3 T…

Théâtre du Capitole
Place du Capitole
Tel. +33 5 62 27 62 25
Reserve your seat right away:
Contact for reservations:
Christelle Combescot • christelle.
combescot@mairie-toulouse.fr
Orchestra: collectivites.onct@
capitole.toulouse.fr
Theatre:
collectivites.tc@capitole.toulouse.fr

• a circus scene that is renowned
throughout the world
(2nd globally in terms of the
number of troops and artists).

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

An evening
at the theatre
Two a la carte options are available
to lovers of theatre and opera:
1 • After an aperitif and drink,
rendezvous at the theatre:
laugh or cry at the play or show
of your choice! (Depending
on the programme.) After the
performance, the soirée ends
at a restaurant with a twocourse menu.
2 • To enjoy the finest voices
or admire dancers with true
talent, spend an evening at the
opera or ballet at the Théâtre
du Capitole (depending on
the programme), followed by
dinner at a restaurant.

€ 69 to 93
/person
depending on the package and
the show selected.

Reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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By night

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

• A list of bars and discotheques is
available at the tourist office reception desk or on www.toulouse-visit.
com, in the “Where to have a drink”
and “Outings” section.

See the city differently for an
evening: follow our visit devoted to
the illuminations of the monuments
of Toulouse.
FROM

€ 198/group
(visit in the evening,
based on 30 people).

• Would you like a lively dinner ?
Find our selection of dinner-shows
at www.toulouse-visit.com, in the
“Restaurants” > “Cabaret” section.

Reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

PRACTICAL
The last metro runs at 3 am on
Friday and Saturday. Self-service
hire bikes are free for the first halfhour and are available 24 hours.

ver Garonne

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© Ville de Toulouse – P. Nin

The banks of the Ri

Toulouse by night,
the city in light

© Boigontier

• Enjoy a tipple
Star t the evening with an aperitif
on the terrace: settle down in SaintGeorges, or at La Daurade with a
view of the Garonne. Then head for
one of the bars on the Place SaintPierre to enjoy a festive ambiance,
or to the more relaxed bistros of the
Saint-Cyprien quarter. And for lovers
of wild nights, head for the music bars
and the discotheques along the rue
Gabriel-Péri and allées Jean-Jaurès.
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All year
round
Bounce to the
excitement of home
matches of the
rugby team Stade
Toulousain as they
play in the Top 14
Championship,
or enjoy Ligue 1
matches with TFC,
the football team of
Toulouse.

Consult the list
of all the events at
www.toulouse-visit.com

January/February
The year starts in style with the
Le Capitole National Orchestra. Unless,
that is, you would rather enjoy a dance
recital or some traditional gourmet
treats on the Place du Capitole?
• January: New Year concerts
onct.toulouse.fr

Museum night

• International “La Place de la danse”
festival
www.laplacedeladanse.com

© Ville de Toulouse – P. Nin

THE MAJOR RENDEZVOUS FOR 2018

May
Museums stay open until late into
the evening. Take advantage in
order to visit anything you may
have missed: it’s lively and free.

• February: The Fête de la Violette
www.toulouse.fr
March/April
Shows, cinema, dance, cultures from
further afield and a colourful parade:
spring promises to be artistic, cultural,
festive… and a little bit wild.

19th May : European museum night
www.nuitdesmusees.culture.fr

• Late March: Toulouse Carnival
www.carnavaldetoulouse.fr
• Flamenco Toulouse festival
www.festival-flamenco-toulouse.fr

¡Río Loco! Festival

© Ville de Toulouse – P. Nin

• Made in Asia Festival
www.festivalmadeinasia.com

© K. Lhémon

• 16th to 25th March: Cinélatino festival
www.cinelatino.fr

June/July
Summer is coming and, with it, so are
the festivals, open-air concerts, expos
and literary events: culture is more
sparkling than ever in Toulouse!
• 28th June to 1st July: Le Marathon
des mots festival
www.lemarathondesmots.com
• 9th to 14th July: ESOF
(Euroscience Open Forum)
www.esof.eu
• MAP, festival of photography
www.map-photo.fr
• Passe ton Bach d’abord festival
www.baroquetoulouse.com
• ¡Río Loco! festival
www.rio-loco.org
• Les Siestes électroniques festival
www.les-siestes-electroniques.com
• Tangopostale festival
www.tangopostale.com

Toulouse Carnival
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• Rose béton festival
rose-beton.com

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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Exhibitions to
bear in mind

• Convivencia: itinerant music festival on
the Canal du Midi
www.convivencia.eu

© D. Viet

July/August
The sun is shining and it’s the
perfect moment to enjoy the city,
top up your tan on the banks of the
Garonne, dance the night away…
and grab a bit of culture too.

• Toulouse plages
www.toulouse.fr

Piano aux Jacobins

• Open-air cinema
www.lacinemathequedetoulouse.com

September/October
Enjoy acrobats and tightrope
walkers throughout the city,
the new photographic talents,
the sounds of a unique musical heritage,
and a few evenings of cinema.

© Grands Sites Midi-Pyrénées - P. Thébault

• Toulouse d’été festival
www.toulousedete.org

Toulouse plages
September
When the children go back to school,
rendezvous out on the streets
or in the monuments and museums,
or maybe at an aviation gathering,
to enjoy a cultural autumn to the max.
• Toulouse Fire Sale
www.toulouse.fr/web/
commerce/grande-braderie
• Piano aux Jacobins Festival (concerts)
www.pianojacobins.com

• Manifesto, photographic get-togethers
www.festival-manifesto.org

Throughout the year,
learn all the secrets of
the day-to-day life of
an astronaut, meet the
animals of the jungle
in an interactive family
exhibition or discover
works from the Louvre
and Vatican museums…
• Up until 25th March 2018
“Rituels grecs, une
expérience sensible”,
exhibition of national
interest at the Musée
Saint-Raymond
www.saintraymond.
toulouse.fr
• Up until 17th June 2018

• Toulouse en piste (circus)
www.cultures.toulouse.fr

“Les As de la jungle:
Museum Mission”,

• Cinespaña Festival
www.cinespagnol.com

museum.toulouse.fr

• Toulouse les Orgues Festival
www.toulouse-les-orgues.org

• From 17th March to 24th
September 2018
Toulouse during the
Renaissance, the
Augustins museum

• Jazz sur son 31 Festival
jazz31.haute-garonne.fr
• Toulouse Métropole Marathon
www.marathon-toulousemetropole.fr

www.augustins.org
• Up until December 2018
“Astronauts”,
the Cité de l’Espace

December
With a glass of mulled wine in hand,
it’s time to set off to find the ideal gift
(and perhaps a few gourmet treats).

www.cite-espace.com

Christmas Market
www.marchedenoeltoulouse.com

• Cartoon Forum
www.cultures.toulouse.fr

• European Heritage Days
www.journeesdupatrimoine.culture.fr
• Le Printemps de septembre
www.printempsdeseptembre.com
• 22nd and 23rd September : Des étoiles
et des ailes, aviation gathering
www.meeting.desetoilesetdesailes.com

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

Christmas Market

© Ville de Toulouse – P. Nin

• Groland International Film Festival
www.fifigrot.com
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Visits and tours
VISIT

TOULOUSE

2 HOURS OR MORE DISCOVERING THE CITY

© D. Viet

© Ville de Tlse - P. Nin

© D. Viet

Whether you are searching for an incredible view of the major monuments
or a quirky tour in search of the unusual details of city life, you are sure
to find a visit that is tailor-made for you in our selection.

Great monuments
of Toulouse

A little tour in the
courtyards

In the heart of the
Saint-Étienne quarter

After seeing the Place du Capitole, the
basilica of Saint-Sernin and the Jacobins
church, from the banks of the River
Garonne you can admire the splendid
views of the most iconic monuments of
Toulouse.

A courtyard that is practically hidden,
an unexpected courtyard, a courtyard
that is no more, cloistered courtyards,
a simple little courtyard… You may
have already guessed that this is a
trail through the city in search of its
courtyards!

Visit the cathedral and its discreetly
charming neighbourhood. This tour
goes far from the bustle of city life and
is studded with narrow streets, small
squares and former official buildings
that should not be overlooked.

The Fine Arts in Toulouse:
a museum and beautiful
buildings
Follow this artistic tour that begins at rue
Croix-Baragnon, where you can admire
houses from a range of eras, and which
finishes at the Augustins Museum so that
you can also admire its masterpieces.

© Ville de Tlse - P. Nin

© CRT M.-P. - P. Thébault

The Tourist Office website

Graff tour
Street art has carved out a place for
itself on our walls and in the world of
current art. Discover its origins and its
codes, the artists that have left a mark
on Toulouse since the 1990s to present
day and the beautiful works that adorn
our streets.

“A beautiful
neighbourhood”
Our guide was very interesting
and accessible. This was a rich
visit of an area that has some
beautiful buildings and a great
way to get to know this
superb city.
Nicole, 27/08/2017,
visit “In the heart of the
Saint-Étienne quarter”

Visits that are suitable for people with disabilities
The Toulouse Tourist Office has earned the “Tourism and Disabilities” brand and provides an offer that is
perfectly adapted to welcoming and accommodating people with physical, mental and hearing disabilities.
Suitable visits have been created, with a varied approach that centres on olfactory experiences, precise
descriptions or sign-language interpreters.
For more information, contact the inbound department.
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Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

VISITS AND TOURS

© D. Viet
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Exclusive visits

In the footsteps
of Nougaro

Toulouse by night,
the city in light

Follow the footsteps of the songwriter
represented by the places in Toulouse
where he lived and that he brought to
life through his immortal lyrics.

At night, all cats are grey, but the same
is cer tainly not true of Toulouse’s
monuments! You can admire their
illuminations as you stroll through the
city.

© P. Daubert

Secret Toulouse or
the unknown city
An elegant virgin, a small knight, a
saint in its niche, a worshipped lady, a
prince in his hotel, an artist inspired…
so many anecdotes reveal the multiple
hidden facets of the city.

© D Viet

In the 9 century, a star revealed the site
of the remains of St. James the Apostle. Since then, millions of pilgrims have
walked to Compostela. In Toulouse, discover the sites that evoke and pave the
way along this famous trail.

The Cathars in Toulouse
th

From the 10 century onwards the
Cathars made the Church tremble,
leading to the creation of a tribunal
to judge against heretics: the Inquisition. From place to place, set off in the
footsteps of those who were known as
the “Parfaits” and explore Catharism,
its beliefs, its organisation…

Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

FROM

€ 180/group
Guided visits during the week
Visit lasting 2 h,
up to 30 people

€ 105

for a school group visit.
Transport, entry to sites and other
services are not included. Visits
available in French, English, Spanish,
German, Italian, Catalan, Russian,
Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese
and Dutch.

Don’t hesitate to contact us to find
out about the other themed visits
available.

© D. Viet

th

For these visits and other exclusive
options, contact the incoming service.

Visit in French or
in another language.

© OT Tlse – F. Dumont

On the Way of St. James

Do you feel like sneaking backstage at
the Théâtre du Capitole, discovering
the Jolim o nt o bse r vato r y in the
evening or visiting the Jacobins
Convent as it is illuminated at night?

Come on Stade!
BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE
ERNEST-WALLON STADIUM

Follow the guide and follow in the
footsteps of the legendary players of
the team in red and black! After having
seen images of the history of rugby in
Toulouse, tour the stadium and discover
the training areas, the stands and the
dugouts, the wall and the trophy room.
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VISIT

TOULOUSE

HALF A DAY DISCOVERING THE CITY
For a morning or an afternoon, we can suggest more detailed visits so that you learn
everything about the city, sampling local products or admiring the architecture brimming
with history.
The Tourist Office website
© J. Soupène - OT de Toulouse

“See the

The gourmet trail
Follow a trail around the markets of
Toulouse. When heritage visits combine with sampling local gastronomy,
it provides a feast for the eyes and for
the taste buds!
FROM

€ 20 per person

© D. Viet

essentials”

The centre of Toulouse:
history and heritage
To learn more about the Ville Rose,
two complementar y circuits are
available for half a day: a discovery
itinerary aboard your coach, then a
visit on foot of the historic centre.
FROM

€ 11 per person
• A half-day based
on 30 people.

This guided visit allowed
us to see the essentials of
Toulouse and encouraged
us to visit some emblematic
sites: the Jacobins Convent,
the basilica of Saint-Sernin…
It also led us to discover
some places that we would
never have otherwise seen.
Marie, 7/06/2017

“Culturally rich”
Superb city that has
preserved and developed
its historic and cultural
heritage.
21/08/2016

• Services of a tour guide.

© D. Viet

• Entry to sites and
tastings included.
• Transport not included

The visit begins in the narrow streets
of the merchants’ quarter, notable for
its beautiful homes and numerous
mansion houses built by the pastel
merchants and the parliamentarians.
The trail continues with a visit to
the Bemberg Foundation, a jewel of
Renaissance architecture and home
to a collection of remarkable works.
FROM

€ 14 per person
24

The Bemberg Foun

dation

© D. Viet

Renaissance and pastel,
the golden age
of Toulouse

Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

VISITS AND TOURS

VISIT

TOULOUSE

A FULL DAY DISCOVERING THE CITY
Whether you are passionate about heritage, curious about science and aviation or a lover
of local specialities, this range of flexible offers is sure to tempt you.
For all a la carte requests, the inbound department is at your disposal.
• Day out based on 30 people.
• Services of a tour guide
depending on the programme.

© Airbus SAS

© Voyages Duclos

• Entry to the sites and
lunch included.

Unmissable Toulouse

Essential Toulouse

A day exploring the capital of the Occitanie region based on two complementary circuits: follow a visit on foot
of the historic centre, then a panoramic tour aboard your coach. You will
finish with a presentation of the violet,
the emblematic flower of the city.

Visiting the great monuments of
Toulouse and then exploring the assembly line of the A380 at the Airbus
site, this is a day that helps you understand the essentials of the city by
taking giant steps.

• Guided walking tour “Great
monuments of Toulouse”.
• Lunch at a restaurant
in the city centre.
• Panoramic tour aboard your coach.
• Visit to the Maison de la Violette.
FROM

• Evening programme available
with a supplement (dinner
cruises, dinner-show) by request.

Toulouse with your
head in the clouds
Embark on a day that reaches for the
sky and touches outer space: grab
some altitude in the morning and
prepare to blast off into space in the
afternoon… Airbus and the Cité de
l’Espace await you!

• Lunch at a restaurant
in the city centre.

• Guided visit of Airbus.

• Visit to the assembly line
of the A380.

• Discover the Cité de l’Espace
theme park.

FROM

€ 55 per person

• Lunch at the Cité de l’Espace.

FROM

€ 75 per person

© Cité de l’Espace - A. Piechta

€ 52 per person

• Guided walking tour “Great
monuments of Toulouse”.

• Transport not included.

e
The Cité de l’Espac

Information and reservations
Incoming service • Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
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VISITS AND TOURS

WINE APPRECIATION

© D. Viet

© G. Martin

VISIT DIFFERENTLY

CityTour Toulouse
Hop-on hop-off

Granhòta

URBAN RALLIES

Tel. +33 5 62 07 05 04
contact@citytour-toulouse.com
www.citytour-toulouse.com
This panoramic open-top minibus
takes you to the main historic
sites and monuments of the Ville
Rose. Enjoy the many anecdotes of
Toulouse’s history in perfect comfort
and equipped with an audio guide.
Capacity: 32 places.

€
COMMENTS

65, allée Maurice-Sarraut
Tel. +33 9 81 00 25 05
contact@granhota.fr
www.granhota.fr
These urban rallies in Toulouse present the city from an original angle:
visiting unusual and historic sites
you will travel in an entertaining way
through the streets for half a day, with
an orientation map in hand, tackling
puzzles and hearing anecdotes. Help
your team to victory by winning the
most points!

€

Fronton wine tour
www.citytour-toulouse.com
Visit famous vineyards of the SouthWest and a wine growing estate,
followed by a tasting.
Reservation essential:
+33 5 62 07 08 01
Departs: allées Jean-Jaurès, place
d’Arménie (8 people minimum).

€ From €
DISCOVERY WORKSHOPS
A N D TA S T I N G S

Vinologia
Tel. +33 6 47 66 29 46
p.bonno@orange.fr
www.cours-oenologie-vinologia.fr
€
.

Tannins et bouquets
Tel. +33 6 07 91 23 56
contact@tannins-et-bouquets.com
www.tannins-et-bouquets.com

The Tourist Trains
of Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 62 71 08 51
or +33 6 83 28 14 00
train.toulouse@club-internet.fr
www.petittraintoulouse.com
These little trains let you discover the
sites that have created the reputation
of Toulouse. Two circuits are available:
“Garonne and the great monuments”
and “Canal du Midi”.
Capacity: 60 places.

€
LIVE TRANSLATION
DOCUMENTS

Special commentary for

Tibo Vino
Tourist Taxis
Capitole Taxi:
+33 5 34 250 250
Taxis Radio Toulousains:
+33 5 61 42 38 38
La Toulousaine des Taxis:
+33 5 61 20 90 00
Allo Taxi 31: +33 5 62 21 20 00
Visitors can settle into a taxi and enjoy
two circuits in the city centre as they
listen to recorded commentary. The
chauffeurs all hold the “Taxi touristique
de Toulouse” label and will be happy
to answer any questions from
passengers.
VISITS WITH COMMENTARY

Tel. +33 6 32 02 43 74
tibovino@tibovino.com
www.tibovino.com

€ Wine appreciation

TA S T I N G S I N T H E C I T Y
C E N T R E: W I N E C E L L A R S
AND WINE BARS
• Chai Vincent: 30, rue d’Astorg
+33 5 61 12 34 51
• Côté Vin: 37, rue Boulbonne
+33 5 34 44 95 89
• Lagrézette Toulouse:
2, rue du Rempart-Saint-Étienne
+33 5 62 89 72 04
• No 5 Wine Bar: 5, rue de la Bourse
+33 5 61 38 44 51
• Vin sur 20: 9, av. Camille-Pujol
+33 6 82 08 89 10

Excessive drinking is dangerous for the health; should be consumed with moderation.

© D. Viet

€

For more of the best places to go,
contact us.
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Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

FROM THE GARONNE TO THE CANAL DU MIDI

From the Garonne to the Canal du Midi

© Tlse croisières

© G. Martin

Les bateaux toulousains
BOAT: LE CAPITOLE, BARGES:
BALADINE AND LE DIPLOMATICO

Tel. +33 5 61 80 22 26
contact@bateauxtoulousains.com
www.bateaux-toulousains.com
Visits with commentary along the River
Garonne and Canal du Midi allow you
to explore Toulouse and its most beautiful monuments. Multiple cruises are
available for you to enjoy some unforgettable moments, such as navigating
a lock.
Capacity: 150 passengers aboard
Le Capitole, 300 passengers aboard
the barges.

€

© Péniche Samsara

For just a few hours, an evening or a whole day, a cruise along the River Garonne
or Canal du Midi is the perfect way to enjoy a relaxing visit.

Toulouse croisières

The barge Samsara

BOAT-RESTAURANT L’OCCITANIA

1, boulevard Monplaisir
Tel. +33 5 61 32 63 98
or +33 6 17 44 61 99
peniche@samsara.fr
www.samsara.fr
The barge Samsara offers daytime
and evening cruises along the Canal
du Midi. Let the crew take you along to
enjoy some exceptional moments right
throughout the year.
Capacity: from 25 to 80 passengers.

Tel. +33 5 61 257 257
infos@toulouse-croisieres.com
www.toulouse-croisieres.com
Unique in Toulouse, the only boatrestaurant cruise to open all year round,
L’Occitania lets you step aboard for a few
hours of relaxation and gastronomy along
the Canal du Midi, with a personalised
welcome by the maitre d’ and cuisine that
is prepared on board by our chef.
Departs from the Bayard lock
(opposite 4, boulevard Bonrepos).
Capacity: 80 passengers.

€

€
(Lavatories not accessible.)

DOCUMENTS

TOURIST OFFICE TIPS

(Lavatories not accessible.)

© L. Biassette OT de Toulouse

Cruise and heritage
The morning is devoted to visiting the major monuments of Toulouse,
followed by lunch in the city centre. Then set off for a cruise along
the Garonne or the Canal du Midi, the perfect opportunity to admire
the landscapes and heritage of Toulouse by the water’s edge.

F U L L D AY
FROM

The barge Soleïado
Rue Riquet - Ramonville-Saint-Agne
Tel. +33 6 86 27 83 19
peniche.soleiado@cegetel.net
www.peniche-soleiado.com
Just a few minutes from the centre of
Toulouse, set off in a small group for
a cruise along the Canal du Midi, and
a moment of relaxation and historical
discovery. Real enthusiasts may even
like to try driving the boat.
Capacity: from 8 to 12 passengers.

€

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

€ 47/person

(30 people minimum).
• Services of a tour guide for the visit, lunch and tickets for the cruise.
• Reservations: tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30 • visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

Sporty discovery of the River Garonne
We provide visits by canoe or kayak showcasing the historic heritage of the
city: paddles up! All information available on page 34.

A Toulouse custom worth adopting: at the end of the afternoon
it’s time for a bit of jogging along the canal, between Port SaintSauveur and Ramonville, or along the banks of the Garonne.
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EXPERIENCE THE CITY!

Experience the city!
Don’t just visit Toulouse, experience the city firsthand! Gastronomy, workshops,
gardening: in small groups, embark on activities where you are the star.

APPEAL TO YOUR SENSES
For an original and quirky experience,
take time during your visit to touch, smell and taste…

Flavours and colours
Put on your apron and get ready for a
2h30 patisserie course with the chef
of the quality patisserie Sandyan.
Gourmets can rest assured that any
gateaux prepared will be enjoyed with a
nice hot drink!
In the afternoon, a tour guide will take
you to the historic centre in search
of the mansion houses of the 15 th
and 16th centuries. Finally, attend a
demonstration of pastel dyeing with
a master dyer and even dip your own
hands into that blue bowl!

FROM

After spending the night in a traditional farmhouse with earthenware
walls, it’s up to you to plan your day.
In the morning you can choose from:
• Cookery course with chef Benoît
Fontorbes for a session on preparing
foie gras, followed by a tasting;
• or a pottery workshop with Sylvie
Laurens, a ceramist. After demonstrating how to turn pottery, it’s your
turn to make your ver y own cold
ceramic piece that you can take
home as a souvenir.

• Duration: one day.
• Based on 10 people.
• Patisserie workshop.
• Lunch based on produce and wine
from the market.
• Guided visit.
• Pastel dyeing workshop.

After lunch at leisure, the afternoon
lets you discover life in a château:
hoste d by the propr ietors of the
Château de Launac, you can
explore this brickwork building and
its imposing dungeon from the
12th century.

€ 57/person

S E C O N D D AY
FROM

€ 82 or 94
/person

Hôtel d’Assézat
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© OT Save-et-Garonne

© D. Viet

Depending upon workshop
selected.

Château de Launac

• Duration: one night and one day.
• Based on 10 people.
• Overnight stay in a traditional
gîte.
• Foie gras or pottery workshop
and visit of the Château de
Launac.
Excursion sold in conjunction with
the Save-et-Garonne Tourist Office.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

EXPERIENCE THE CITY!

© L’atelier des chefs

L’atelier des chefs

5, rue Maury
Tel. +33 5 34 26 31 73
n.busson@autresvignes.fr
www.autresvignes.fr
Spend half a day enjoying an initiation
into wine appreciation and tasting.
You will then move on to the practical
elements and create your own wine as
a team by using our set cuvee types.
After the workshop, every participant
will receive their creation with its own
personalised label.

€

© K. Lhémon

© Cave Autres vignes

Autres vignes Wine Cellar

5, rue Idrac
Tel. +33 5 61 47 71 23
www.atelierdeschefs.fr
Speaking to all cooks: setting up in the
kitchens of this workshop and taking
part in a class will guarantee you learn
all the tricks of the trade from the
chefs! Savoury, sweet, traditional or
modern, whatever you choose you will
be sure to sample all your creations at
the end of the lesson.

€

Maison Berdoues:
olfactory workshops

The site of the tourist office

“An unusual
discovery”
A visit to Toulouse that is
unusual and appealing and
made you want to know
more. Top marks also to
our guide, who was wellversed and interesting!
Emmanuelle, Manon
and Patrice, 16/04/2016

Toulouse in every sense
Information and reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
Put all your senses on alert: sample a
typical product, listen to the ambiance
of the city’s streets, breathe in the
aromas, touch its surfaces… awake
your senses to experience Toulouse
in a different way!
FROM

€ 180/group

131, route de Toulouse - Cugnaux
Tel. +33 5 62 13 56 00
ateliers@berdoues.fr
www.berdoues.com
Maison Berdoues opens the doors
to its olfactory savoir-faire and lets
visitors discover the world of highend French perfumery thanks to
its workshops. On the programme:
awakening the senses, initiation into
the craft of a perfumer and discovery
of the raw materials and the key notes
of a perfumer.

€
DOCUMENTS

for a guided visit during the week.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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EXPERIENCE THE CITY!

VIOLET AND PASTEL

La Maison
de la violette
A barge on the Canal du Midi,
opposite 3, boulevard Bonrepos
Tel. +33 5 61 80 75 02
violette@lamaisondelaviolette.com
www.lamaisondelaviolette.com
The Maison de la Violette has weighed
anchor on the Canal du Midi, opposite
the station, aboard an authentic barge.
Discover the history of this flower
that has made Toulouse famous
since 1850: conferences, tastings,
gardening workshops, cock tail
mixing…
Groups welcome:
from 15 to 50 people.

© Ville de Toulouse - P. Nin

© K. Lhémon

© Terre de Pastel

Meet the violet, the emblematic flower of Toulouse, prised as much by florists as it is
by perfumers and confectioners. Also, meet the pastel, the plant responsible for the
prosperity of the Ville Rose during the Renaissance. Formerly used as a blue dye for
textiles, it is also nowadays used to make cosmetic products.

Terre de pastel

A visit in pastel blue

629, rue Max-Planck - Labège
Tel. 0 800 940 167 (free number)
contact@terredepastel.com
www.terredepastel.com
Unique in France, set in a resource
centre that covers 1,500 m2, Terre de
Pastel reveals all the secrets of pastel,
a legendary plant that was at the root
of the Pays de Cocagne’s wealth. The
museum is topped-off with a spa, a
boutique selling original creations and
a restaurant.
You can also come and learn the craft
of this ancestral trade with a pastel
dyeing workshop!

Information and reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
This guided visit devoted to pastel
takes you through the narrow streets
of the historic centre, in search of
the mansion houses built during the
golden age of Toulouse by its pastel
merchants.
At the Hôtel Delfau, attend a demonstration of dyeing before trying it for
yourself with a workshop. Enjoy an
initiation into the current usage of
pastel, with a session that explores its
cosmetic benefits.
In par tnership with La Fleurée de
Pastel and Graine de Pastel.

€

€

€

The Tourist Office website

Pastel dyeing workshop
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© G. Martin

“A fun and interesting walk”
Special mention goes to our guide who really
captivated us with her detailed explanations and
knowledge. All the other people involved were
no less interesting, and what can I say about the
mansion houses we visited other than that they
were sublime! Proof of that is that the 2h30 visit
flew by.
Laurence S., 9/06/2017, visit “In pastel blue”

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

ALL ABOUT AIR AND SPACE

All about air and space

Aeroscopia

Toulouse with your
head in the stars

Starline Shuttle bus

For a day of air and space
adventure, set off for a guided visit
of Airbus followed by an afternoon
exploring the Cité de l’Espace
theme park, after enjoying lunch
on site. Get ready for take-off!
FROM

infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© Starline

€ 75/person

Toulouse Tourist Office

Cité de l’Espace, kids base
In July and August: getting
to Aeroscopia or the Cité de
l’Espace from the city centre.

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

Reservations:
tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

© Cité de l’Espace - M. Huynh

Airbus

© Aeroscopia - F. Faure

© Airbus S.A.S

Ready for take-off? The European capital of the aeronautics and space industry, home
to a CNES space centre and the global headquarters of Airbus, Toulouse boasts a rich
heritage of engineering and aeronautic discovery – a history that began with the
pioneers of Aéropostale and that continues to this day thanks to the A380 and A350
that sit at the cutting edge of innovation.

Tel. +33 5 62 07 05 04
info@starline-toulouse.com
Departs from the city centre:
allées Jean-Jaurès (place
d’Arménie), from 10 am to 7 pm.
Journey time: 25 minutes.
Rates: € 9 (full rate),
€ 5 (discount rate)
for a return trip
on the same day.
18 seats.
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ALL ABOUT AIR AND SPACE

Let’s Visit Airbus

Aeroscopia

La Cité de l’Espace

Rue Roger-Béteille - Blagnac
Tel. +33 5 34 39 42 00
taxiway.resa@manatour.fr
www.manatour.fr
Welcome aboard the thrilling world of
aeronautics, closely linked to the history
of Toulouse, and make the most of a
unique historic visit behind the scenes
at Airbus.
Let’s Visit Airbus offers four visitor
circuits lasting 1h30, which may be
combined:

Rue Roger-Béteille - Blagnac
Tel. +33 5 34 39 42 00
www.musee-aeroscopia.fr
Built in the style of a plane’s fuselage,
this 7,000 m² edifice dedicated to the
history of aviation houses an exceptional collection: iconic aircraft, scale models, a large historic fresco…

Avenue Jean-Gonord
Tel. +33 5 67 22 23 24
resa@cite-espace.com
www.cite-espace.com
A stone’s throw from the centre of
Toulouse, the Cité de l’Espace is the
gateway to the Universe. E xplore
space in an original manner thanks
to 2,500 m2 of interactive exhibitions.
Train like an astronaut with a moon
walk simulator and rotational seat,
and then discover the life size
space rockets in the gardens. With
the IM A X ® 3D cinema on a giant
screen and and the next generation
interactive planetarium in place
since 2017, you will become special
guests on a journey to the edge of the
cosmos.

Airbus Discovery Circuit
Airbus opens its doors to you! Go behind
the scenes at a test flight; enjoy an
unbeatable view from the belvedere that
overlooks the Airbus A380 assembly line.
Panoramic Circuit
Set off for a bus tour with commentary
around the Airbus sites of Toulouse:
headquarters, training centre, research
facility, development centres, assembly
sites (A320, A350, A330)… 700 hectares
that simply must be explored.

Step aboard some legendary aircraft:
Concorde, an Airbus A300B with a glass
floor or even the Super Guppy. Interactive themed spaces also await you: build
an airplane, discover what happens
behind the scenes on a flight, delve into
aeronautical archaeology and try the
brand new A380 flight simulator. There
are visits for everyone, independent,
guided or video-guided, covering the
techniques, sociological themes and
history.

€

rd

January

€

Green Visit Circuit
A bus tour with commentar y that
presents the eco-friendly ef for ts
made by Airbus when it comes to
constructing aircraft that respect the
environment, employing ecologically
sound industrial processes.

GUIDED VISITS

Airbus A350 Circuit
This new visit gives visitors the chance
to get close to the A350X WB, the
very latest generation of Airbus craft,
through the assembly line and airport
runways.

INDEPENDENT
TRAVELLERS

Double visit to Airbus
and Aeroscopia: € 23.

VISITS WITH COMMENTARY

Please state when making your reservation.
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Aeroscopia

© Manascopia

© AviaSim

€

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© Aéroport Toulouse-Blagnac

© AviaSim

ALL ABOUT AIR AND SPACE

Behind the scenes
at the airport
Airport for business travel
Blagnac
Tel. +33 5 34 39 42 00
taxiway.resa@manatour.fr
www.manatour.fr
A unique stop - of f that helps you
understand the whole process that
ordinary passengers never get to see
and that make it possible for a plane
to take off: the life of an airport and its
surrounding area, maintenance, catering, baggage handling…

€

Flight simulators
Aboard a simulator that
reproduces the cockpit of airliner, take
command and fly to the destination
of your choice: Singapore, Dubai,
New York, Rio de Janeiro… You will
experience all the sensations of flying.

AviaSim
130, rue du Riou - Beauzelle
Tel. +33 5 34 26 98 99
toulouse@aviasim.fr
www.aviasim.fr

€
Flight Sensations Toulouse
58, route de Seysses
Portet-sur-Garonne
Tel. + 33 7 69 06 56 03
info@flight-sensations-toulouse.com
www.flight-sensations-toulouse.com

€

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© Cité de l’Espace - M. Huynh

e
The Cité de l’Espac
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© Ville de Toulouse - P. Nin

ACTIVE AND SPORTY

Active and sporty
Grab your ball or your paddles: for those who love to relax and to visit differently, it’s
the perfect time for some active days out and sporty activities, whether on the water
or on land, by bike or on the rugby pitch!

ON THE GARONNE
Take the plunge!
Choose the sports activity to suit you:
the River Garonne is ideal for a trip on
a canoe or a kayak, discovering the
city’s cultural and natural heritage.
After all that effort, you have earned
your reward: round off your day with
an aperitif at a bar in the city centre.

© Grands Sites Midi-Pyrénées - P. Thébault

FROM
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€ 47/person
• Duration: half day.
• Based on 10 people.
• Trails along the River Garonne
between Lacroix-Falgarde and
Toulouse, supervised by an
instructor, with an aperitif at a bar
run by a sportsman.
• Obligatory requirements: ability
to swim 25 metres and underwater;
closed-toe shoes.

Where to rent
a canoe or a kayak?
Canoë Kayak Toulousain
16, chemin de la Loge
31400 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 55 30 80
or + 33 6 24 01 32 23
contact@cktoulousain.fr
Aviron Toulousain
Allée Fernand-Jourdant
31400 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 52 71 02
aviron-toulousain@wanadoo.fr

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

ACTIVE AND SPORTY

LEAVE EVERYTHING ON THE PITCH
The Ville Rose is proud of Stade Toulousain, its rugby team that has been crowned French
champions on nineteen occasions. Your stay is the perfect excuse to get to know the oval
ball and to bolster your team spirit! But if you prefer a more relaxing game of golf, you are
also sure to find what you are looking for at one of Toulouse’s seven courses.

Arnauné des Minimes Stadium
Tel. +33 5 34 39 42 10
manatech.receptif@manatour.fr
www.manatour.fr
Get to grips with rugby league thanks
to Toulouse Olympique XIII. On the
programme: workshops on the pitch
(passing, tackling, themed matches…),
first team training sessions with commentary, coffee break, catered cocktail reception with the players and
staff and personalised jerseys.

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

Come on Stade!
For a visit that is 100 % rugby, head
for the Ernest-Wallon stadium: go
behind the scenes and discover the
training areas, the stands and the
dugouts, the trophies…
FROM

€ 180/group
Reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

© Mercure Golf de Seilh

Team building
rugby league

Golf courses

FROM

€ 89/person

Among the many golf courses of the
region, seven are located within the
greater Toulouse area:

• From 25 to 49 participants.
• By reservation.

Golf club de Toulouse (18-hole)
Tel. +33 5 61 73 45 48
www.golfclubdetoulouse.fr
Exclusiv Golf de Toulouse Seilh
(two 18-hole courses)
Tel. +33 5 62 13 14 14
www.exclusivgolf-toulouse-seilh.fr
Golf de la Ramée
(18-hole and 9-hole compact)
Tel. +33 5 61 07 09 09
http://jouer.golf/toulouse-la-ramee
Golf de Téoula (18-hole)
Tel. +33 5 61 91 98 80
http://jouer.golf/toulouse-teoula
Golf de Palmola (18-hole)
Tel. +33 5 61 84 20 50
www.golfdepalmola.com

© D. Viet

Golf Estolosa (9-hole)
Tel. +33 5 62 18 84 00
www.estolosa.fr

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

Golf Saint-Gabriel (two courses:
9-hole and 6-hole compacts)
Tel. +33 5 61 84 16 65
www.golfstgabriel.fr
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© D. Viet

ACTIVE AND SPORTY

BY BIKE

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

With its many pedestrianised streets, its green areas like
the Canal du Midi and the banks of the River Garonne or
even its 550 kilometres of cycling trails, the Toulouse
metropolitan area is perfect for a relaxing visit by bike.

Getting hold of a bike
Vélôtoulouse
283 self-service bike stations
across the city
(24h, bank card required)
Tel. 0 800 11 22 05
www.velo.toulouse.fr
La Maison du vélo
Bike hire for the city and
cycling tourism
12, boulevard Bonrepos
Tel. +33 5 34 40 64 72
www.maisonduvelotoulouse.com
Altermove
Hire of electric bikes
9, rue Rivals
Tel. +33 5 61 23 49 76
www.altermove.com

Àvélo
Bike hire on the Canal du Midi
(Ramonville)
Tel. +33 6 77 03 24 87
www.avelo31.fr
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The city by bike
This itinerary leads you on a twowheeled discovery of the historic
centre, the banks of the Garonne
and the canals. Admire the main
monuments of the city and the
Saint-Étienne quarter as you enjoy
the gardens and the magnificent
viewpoints.
FROM

Recycles Giant
Bike hire for the city and
cycling tourism
228, avenue de Muret
Tel. +33 5 62 48 60 40
or 62, avenue des États-Unis
Tel. +33 5 61 25 91 99
www.recycles.fr
2 Roues vertes
Hire of electric bikes
185, avenue des États-Unis
Tel. +33 9 50 21 30 98
www.2rouesvertes.fr
CVL Off Road
Tours and rallies
on electric bikes
Vintage
bikes
Tel. + 33 6 18 04 59 97
www.cvloffroad.com
Le VélOtrement
Tours on electric bikes
15, allées Forain-François-Verdier
Tel. + 33 6 75 61 14 92
www.levelotrement.com

€ 180/group
• Guided visit lasting 2 hours.
• Up to 15 people.
Bikes extra.
Reservations:
Tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

The Tourist Office website

“Ultra-cool“
Ultra-cool visit along the
canal and in the centre,
interesting presentations
and friendly guide.
Perfect for an alternative
way to see the city!
Joak, 16/05/2016,
"The Canal du Midi by bike"
Check out this visit at
www.toulouse-visit.com

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

ACTIVE AND SPORTY

TRY IT OUT: THE GYROPOD
Toulouse
by gyropode
Reservations: tel. +33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com
After an initiation, set off and glide
across the pavements of the Ville Rose
aboard a gyropod, accompanied by
a tour guide. From Le Capitole to the
gardens quarter, skirting the banks of
the Garonne and through the SaintÉtienne quarter, this is an original and
convivial itinerary that leads you right
through the city.
FROM

€ 92/person

Gyromidi
Tel. +33 7 83 91 56 47
contact@gyromidi.fr
www.gyromidi.fr
Enjoy your visit whilst practicing an
activity that is fun, sporty and ecofriendly, with circuits through the
historic centre of Toulouse provided
by Gyromidi: glide off and explore the
basilica of Saint-Sernin, Place Wilson,
Saint-Étienne Cathedral…
Depart from Quai de la Daurade.

€

Mobilboard
Toulouse loisirs
80, allées Jean-Jaurès
Tel. +33 5 82 95 20 20
contact@toulouse-loisirs.fr
www.mobilboard.com/toulouse
Set of f to discover Toulouse on a
Segway gyropod: in the heart of the
historic city centre, where other modes
of transport are not allowed, you can
effortlessly glide, enjoying a sensation
that enhances the pleasure of the
visit… A guide is on hand to reveal all
the hidden treasures of the city.

€

• Duration: 2 hours.
• Based on 10 people minimum.
• Includes the use of a gyropod
and services of a tour guide.

The Tourist Office website

“A fun way
to discover
Toulouse“

© G. Martin

Mobilboards are easy to
handle and very safe. The
guide is really nice and has
a great knowledge of the
history of Toulouse. I have
booked this tour several
times now, for myself or to
show my friends the city, and
they have always loved it.
Nicole S., 4/06/2017,
visit “Toulouse by gyropod”

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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BUSINESS AND AFTERWORK

Business and afterwork
Are you planning a business trip to Toulouse? We can assist you in organising your
seminar or event in town, and we can also offer a selection of afterwork activities so
that you can enjoy the city once your busy day is over.

MICE AND CONGRESSES
Toulouse Convention Bureau has the
expertise: we can provide a whole
range of free services, advice and solutions that are tailor-made to ensure
the success of every event.
Our services:
• Putting you in touch with the right
contacts that can help you.
• Helping you with your bid documents
for Toulouse.

© Domaine de Preissac

• Supplying you with general, economic
and scientific information about the
region.
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• Advising you on your choice of the
best reception venues and hotels.
• Providing you with key material to
help you present Toulouse.
• Supporting you in finding the right
venues to suit your needs.
• Assisting your contact with travel
trade professions in the destination.
• Of fering tailor-made assistance
according to your requirements.
• Organising inspection visits.
• Supplying you with maps and documentation.

We are on hand to help you arrange
a successful event and to provide
all the help you need to organise
your event in Toulouse just the way
you want it.

Contact
Toulouse Convention Bureau
Arche Marengo
1, allée Jacques-Chaban-Delmas
31500 Toulouse - France
Tel. +33 5 81 31 30 20
infos@so-toulouse.com
www.meetings-toulouse.com

© CCPB

Are you organising a congress, seminar, meeting, convention or an original
incentive outing?

Toulouse Convention Bureau
infos@so-toulouse.com
www.meetings-toulouse.com

BUSINESS AND AFTERWORK

Afterwork culture
and terroir
After your day at a seminar, one of our
guides will pick you up for a one-hour
guided walking tour of the city. Different themes are available, whether you
prefer an overview of the major monuments of Toulouse, admiring the most
beautiful views along the River Garonne or exploring the hidden details
and facets of the city with a quirkier
visit.
The evening carries on with an aperitif
tasting that has a distinctly Gascon
flavour (charcuterie and wines of the
South-West).

.
Information
and reservations:
Tel. + 33 5 61 11 02 30
visites@toulouse-tourisme.com

© Ville de Toulouse – P. Nin

© D. Viet

AFTER A DAY AT WORK…

TOURIST OFFICE TIP

For a soirée in
Toulouse…
Casino-theatre Barrière

18, chemin de la Loge
Tel. +33 5 61 33 37 77
www.lucienbarriere.com
Built on the île du Ramier that lies in
the River Garonne, this multi-leisure
complex spans 14,000 m²
and offers a 1,200 seat theatre that
can be transformed into a dinnershow venue (500 covers), three
restaurants including Fouquet’s
brasserie, three bars, 340 slot
machines and 18 gaming tables.

Toulouse Hippodrome
1, chemin des Courses
Tel. +33 5 61 49 27 24
contact@hippodrome-toulouse.com
www.hippodrome-toulouse.com
The 3rd largest racecourse in France
hosting more than 380 races a year,
complete with a panoramic restaurant
and golf practice area, Toulouse Hippodrome allows businesses to hire rooms
and outdoor spaces, organise seminars,
tailor-made events, private races…

FROM

€ 41/person
• Visit during the week, duration of
around 2h, subject to availability.
• Based on 15 people minimum.
• The rate includes the services
of a tour guide and a tasting.

€

ne
Banks of the River Garon

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

© G. Martin

To end the day in a more sporty
fashion, have a look at some of
our suggestions for active visits:
a trip by canoe along the Garonne,
a gyropod or bike tour of the city,
a detour to the stadium for a team
building session with the oval ball!
All information available
on pages 34 to 37.
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ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation
With over 14,500 rooms, Toulouse and its
wider area offer excellent hotel capacity
in all categories of accommodation.
Are you looking for the best possible hotel for your
stay? Find a comprehensive list of accommodation
for groups on the Toulouse Tourist Office web site:

© Père Léon – Y. Chevojon

www.toulouse-visit.com > “Groups”
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Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

RESTAURANTS

Restaurants
Regional dishes, French and world cuisine or Michelin
starred restaurants: from terrace cafes to exceptional
venues, you will be spoilt for choice during your
gourmet breaks.
Find a complete list of restaurants for groups
on the Toulouse Tourist Office web site:

© Amphitryon - David Nakache

www.toulouse-visit.com > “Groups”

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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SUPPLIERS

Suppliers
Professionals that are on hand to help you create your projects with breaks, visits,
transport, accommodation…

INBOUND
TRAVEL
AGENCIES
Comptoir des voyages
Contact: Patricia Heliez
43, rue Peyrolières
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 62 30 15 00
pheliez@comptoir.fr
www.comptoir.fr

Verdié Voyages
Contact : Fabienne Villabruna
27, allées Jean-Jaurès
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 62 73 53 71
fabienne.villabruna@verdie.com
www.verdie-voyages.com

Fitour Réceptif
Contact: Maryline Bourrel
7, avenue des Pyrénées
31600 Muret
Tel. +33 5 34 258 257
receptif@fitour-voyages.com
www.fitour-receptif.com

Loisirs groupes
Contact: Dominique Prat
(+33 6 16 47 73 84)
18, allées Niel
31600 Muret
Tel. +33 5 61 56 39 38
loisirsgroupes@gmail.com
www.domprat.e-monsite.com

Chronotours
Contact: Jean-Paul Cazelles
9, rue des Thermes
65200 Bagnères-de-Bigorre
Tel. +33 5 62 91 01 65
info1@chronotours.com
www.chronotours.com

Négoti Voyages
Contact: Aurélie Jourda
65, avenue des Pyrénées
31830 Plaisance-du-Touch
Tel. +33 5 34 51 61 21
groupes@negoti.fr
www.negoti.fr
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Del Sol Voyages
Contact: Chantal Delor

Salt Travel
Contact: Carole Peglion

5, rue Antonin-Delzers
82100 Castelsarrasin
Tel. +33 5 63 95 01 25
agence@delsolvoyages.fr

17, chemin Nicol - 2nd floor
31200 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 63 03 04
salt@salttravel.fr
www.salt.travel

Manatour
Contact: Carine Bringtown
6, rue Roger-Béteille
31700 Blagnac
Tel. +33 5 34 39 42 10
manatech.receptif@manatour.fr
www.manatour.fr

Amplitudes
Contact: Marie Martinez
20, rue du Rempart-Saint-Étienne
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 67 31 70 00
marie@amplitudes.com
www.amplitudes.com

Voyages d’Oc
Contact: Véronique Cros
31, rue du Languedoc
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 52 36 98
voyagesdoc@selectour.com
www.voyagesdoc.fr

SudOuestPassion
Contact: Corinne Jofre
8, avenue Lucien-Servanty
BP 40115 - 31704 Blagnac Cedex
Tel. +33 5 34 39 13 92
contact@sudouestpassion.com
www.sud-ouest-passion.fr

France à la carte
Incoming Travel Organiser
Contact: Sylvie Butler
6, place Saint-Sernin
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 12 07 94
info@francealacarte.com
www.francealacarte.com

Ophorus Excursions
& Tours in France
Contact: Suzanne Calvez
21 bis, boulevard Pierre-1er
33110 Le Bouscat
Tel. +33 5 56 15 26 09
suzanne@ophorus.com
www.ophorus.com

Véloccitane voyages
Contact: Sandrine Le Berre
12, boulevard Bonrepos
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 71 00 55
ou +33 7 68 64 02 02
sandrine.leberre@maisonduvelotoulouse.com
www.veloccitane.fr

Private Travel Designer
Le voyage à la carte
Contact: Katia Dada
18, rue de Metz
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 6 85 68 17 98
privatetraveldesigner@gmail.com

GUIDE
SERVICES
Paysdoc.com
Contact: Stéphane Grunfogel
37, rue du Salat
31850 Montrabé
Tel. +33 5 61 73 17 96
paysdoc@paysdoc.com
www.paysdoc.com

Couret Évasion
104 b, route d’Espagne
31120 Portet-sur-Garonne
Tel. +33 6 77 15 82 75
agence-toulouse@couretvoyages.com
www.couretvoyages.com

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

SUPPLIERS

TOULOUSE MÉTROPOLE COACH OPERATORS
Alcis Groupe
Contact: Youcef Aliche
(+33 6 84 58 79 72)

Transports A. Faur
Contacts: Stéphanie
or Sandrine

9, chemin de Lancefoc
31130 Flourens
Tel. +33 5 63 45 03 03
alcis-jlc.tourisme@
alcis-groupe.com
www.alcis-groupe.fr
Fleet: 520 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 10 to 65 spaces, VIP
minibuses seating 5 to 9).

18, impasse Camille-Langlade
31100 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 61 40 27 74
devis@afaur.com
www.afaur.com
Fleet: 25 touring coaches
and grand tourers, 1 grand
tourer seating 71 and 1 VIP
minibus with 14 spaces.

Les Courriers de la Garonne
Contact: Myriam Marti

Autocars Chauchard
Contact: Lénaic Pailloux

133, chemin du Sang-de-Serp
31 200 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 62 723 723
devis-vtmp@transdev.com
www.transport-midipyrenees.fr
Fleet: 14 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 27 to 63 spaces).

67, rue de Bordebasse
31 700 Blagnac
Tel. +33 5 61 16 49 00
blagnac@carschauchard.com
www.autocars-chauchard.fr
Fleet: 80 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 19 to 67 spaces and
minibuses seating 4 to 8).

Mercury Bus et Minibus
Contact: Patrice Arqué

Verbus - Verdié Autocars
• Contact: Coralie Bascou

7, rue Paule-Raymondis
31 200 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 34 30 05 89
toulouse@mercurytransport.com
www.mercury-transport.com
Fleet: 3 minibuses seating 15
to 19, 2 minibuses seating 28
to 38 (grand tourer), 3 coaches
seating 53 (grand tourer).

SARL Couret Voyages
Contact: Jean-Marc Couret
104 b, route d’Espagne
31120 Portet-sur-Garonne
Tel. +33 5 34 35 00 51
portet@couretvoyages.com
www.couretvoyages.com
Fleet: 30 coaches in the
budget, high performance,
comfort or prestige ranges for
your tours. Fleet of minibuses.

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com

102, route de Toulouse
31 270 Cugnaux
Tel. +33 5 61 06 28 87
coralie.bascou@verbus.com
www.verbus.com
Fleet: 50 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 36 to 79 spaces,
minibuses seating 9 to 26).

• Contact: Lorène Silly
Z. A. de la Mouyssaguèse
31280 Drémil-Lafage
Tel. +33 5 62 18 84 51
lorene.silly@verbus.com
www.verbus.com

Autocars Ortet
Contact: Lionel Thil

Voyages du Bas Quercy
Contact: Maryline

505, chemin de Bordegrosse
31220 Cazères-sur-Garonne
Tel. +33 5 61 90 84 05
lionel.thil@autocars-ortet.com
www.autocars-ortet.com
Fleet: 77 vehicles, including
10 touring coaches and
grand tourers with 32 to 61
spaces and 4 minibuses
seating 19 to 25.

59, avenue Édouard-Herriot
82300 Caussade
Tel. +33 5 63 65 09 18
maryline-vbq@orange.fr
regis-vbq@orange.fr
www.voyages-dubas-quercy.com
Fleet: 55 vehicles (coaches
seating 10 to 78 and
8-seat minibuses).

Négoti Tourisme
Contact: MarieClaire Montero

Les Voyages Duclos

2, rue Jean-Moulin
31830 Plaisance-du-Touch
Tel. +33 5 62 13 54 00
negoti.tourisme@negoti.fr
www.negoti.fr
Fleet: 20 touring coaches
and grand tourers with
40 to 63 spaces and
minibuses seating 9 to 23.

Teste
Contacts : Martine
or Fabrice
Z. A. Hers Sud - BP 40025
31290 Villefranchede-Lauragais
Tel. +33 5 34 666 222
info@autocars-teste.com
www.autocars-teste.com
Fleet: 100 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 8 to 67 spaces and
minibuses seating 8 to 28).

VNI Transeurocars
Contact: Mme Marquet

Fleet: 40 touring vehicles;
hatchback, minivan, minibus
and coach from 3 to 75
seats, as well as an open-top
minibus and a disco bus.

• Contact: Mathilde Martin
7, boulevard Carnot
32600 L’Isle-Jourdain
Tel. +33 5 62 07 08 01
info@duclos.travel
www.voyages-duclos.com.

• Contact: Véronique
Peyronin
3, rue Gustave-Eiffel
31140 Aucamville
Tel. +33 5 61 70 72 16
info@duclos.travel
www.voyages-duclos.com.

• Contact: Sophie Brunet
23, allées Jean-Jaurès
31000 Toulouse
Tel. +33 5 62 07 05 04
info@duclos.travel
www.voyages-duclos.com.

10, rue des Graves
31370 Poucharramet
Tel. +33 5 61 91 64 91
vni.commercial@orange.fr
Fleet: 12 vehicles (touring
coaches and grand tourers
with 53 to 63 spaces).
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GETTING AROUND

Getting around town
Metro

City centre shuttle bus

A Line

Every 12 minutes, from 9 am to 7 pm
from Monday to Saturday (except public
holidays). Free.

Balma-Gramont/Basso-Cambo.

B Line
Borderouge/Ramonville.

Tramway
T1 Line
Aéroconstellation/Palais-de-justice.

T2 Line

Bike hire
and travel
See page 36.

Starline Shuttle bus
Tel. +33 5 62 07 05 04
info@starline-toulouse.com
In July and August, departs
from the city centre:
allées Jean-Jaurès (place
d’Arménie), from 10 am to 7 pm.
Journey time: 25 minutes.
Rates: € 9 (full rate), € 5 (discount rate)
for a return trip on the same day.
18 seats.

© D. Viet

Aéroport/Palais-de-justice.

More information at
www.tisseo.fr/en

City centre/Aeroscopia
and Cité de l’Espace links
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Toulouse Tourist Office
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GETTING AROUND

Getting around by coach
Main thoroughfares

ÎLE DU RAMIER

Routes that are accessible to touring coaches are shown in green on
the map. Away from these routes, driving may be problematic or even
prohibited for coaches. Bus lanes are accessible to touring coaches.

Drop-off and pick-up
points for groups
The stop cannot exceed 15 minutes.
1. 21, rue de Metz.
2. Allées Jean-Jaurès, place d’Arménie.
3. Allées François-Verdier
(rue Bida level).
4. Quai de Tounis, close to Pont Neuf.
5. Allées Frédéric-Mistral (opposite the
entrance to the Jardin des Plantes).
6. Place des Français-Libres.
7. Allées Paul-Sabatier (service road).
8. Boulevard Riquet.
9. Allées Charles-de-Fitte.
10. Rue Robert-Champeaux.
11. The Port de l’Embouchure
(reserved for boat users).

Parking
Coach parking is located in the vicinity
of public transport hubs to allow drivers
to re-join their group in the city centre.
Please refrain from using bus stops in
the city and limit any disturbances by
turning off your engine if your stop is likely
to take more than just a few minutes.

PARKING DU ZÉNITH
Medium stay daytime parking,
available from 8 am to 8 pm.
Rue Raymond-Badiou (Parc
du Zénith), exit 29.
Fixed coach spaces. City centre links:
tramway T1 or T2, Cartoucherie station.

Medium stay daytime parking,
available from 8 am to 8 pm. (except
on event days at île du Ramier: fairs,
exhibitions, matches at the Stadium).
Allée Fernand-Jourdant, exit 23 or 24.
Parking along the roadside,
near Pont du Garigliano.
Easy access.
City centre links: buses 12 and 52.

GARE ROUTIÈRE
Night time and long stay parking
(paying, supervised and enclosed).
Entrance along the boulevard
Pierre-Semard.
Open every day from 5:30 am to 9:30 pm.
Reservation essential:
+33 5 61 61 67 59 or pc@rdt31.fr.

Access to the hotels
on Place du Capitole
Place du Capitole is not accessible to
touring coaches, except those serving
the hotels (coaches no longer than
13 metres): the transporter must inform
the hotelier in advance so that they
can arrange the necessary permits.

Find all the detailed info and maps
for getting around Toulouse at:
www.toulouse-tourisme.com/Groupes

MATOU musée
de l’Affiche

Toulouse Tourist Office
infos@toulouse-tourisme.com
www.toulouse-visit.com
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MAP OF TOULOUSE CITY CENTRE

Map of
Toulouse
city centre

Toulouse plan du centre-ville
Tourist Office
Donjon du Capitole

35

1 Les Abattoirs, museum of modern
and contemporary art

2 Basilica of Saint-Sernin
3 Capitole
4

Saint-Étienne Cathedral

5 Pierre-Baudis Congress Centre
6 Chapelle des Carmélites
7 Cinematheque
8 Jacobins Convent
9 Dôme de la Grave
10 Church of Notre-Dame-de-la-Dalbade
11 Church of Notre-Dame-de-la-Daurade
12 Church of Notre-Dame-du-Taur
13 Church of Saint-Aubin
14 Church of Saint-Nicolas
15 Church of Saint-Pierre-des-Chartreux
16 Church of Saint-Pierre-des-Cuisines (auditorium)
17 Espace EDF Bazacle
18 Château d’eau gallery
19 Halle aux Grains
20 Hôtel d’Assézat
21 Saint Jacques Hotel Dieu
22 Police Headquarters
23 José-Cabanis Media Centre

1

24 MATOU, poster museum
25 Augustins Museum
26 Paul-Dupuy Museum
27 Georges-Labit Museum

24

28 Museums of Medicine
29 Museum of the Resistance and of Deportation
30 Saint-Raymond Museum
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31 Museum of Vieux-Toulouse
32 Muséum de Toulouse
33 Courthouse
34 Quai des Savoirs
35 towards Aeroscopia and Let’s Visit Airbus
36 towards the Cité de l’Espace
37 towards the amphitheatre and the Roman baths
38 towards the casino-theatre Barrière
39 towards the Exhibitions Park
40 towards the Municipal Archives
41 towards the Jardins du Muséum
42 Towards the Stadium
43 Towards Le Zénith
Monuments and museums
Other places
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MAP OF THE TOULOUSE MÉTROPOLE AREA

Map of the
Toulouse
Métropole
area

Document created by
the Toulouse Tourist Office,
within the Agence d’Attractivité
de Toulouse Métropole.
Publishers:
Agence d’Attractivité
de Toulouse Métropole.
Editor:
Manon Le Gallo.
Contact the editors:
Lucie de Azevedo,
l.deazevedo@toulousetourisme.com.
English translation:
Raez Consulting.
Graphic design:
Hôtel République.
Cartography:
Imapping.
Whilst all care has been taken to
ensure that the information in this
document is correct and carefully
researched, it is provided purely for
reference and cannot be regarded a
contractually binding. Any errors or
omissions that have been committed
involuntarily cannot be considered
the responsibility of the Agence
d’Attractivité de Toulouse Métropole.
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Agence
d’Attractivité
Tourism - Meetings - Business

www.toulouseatout.com

Office de
Tourisme

Convention
Bureau

Invest in

Discover

Share

Invest

For your holidays, head to Toulouse!
The Ville rose is a perfect combination
of heritage and lifestyle, for unforgettable
outings and tours! Toulouse, a city with
an exceptional heritage, has some
wonderful surprises for you.

Are you organising a congress or a
conference, a meeting or an event?
Convention Bureau accompanies you
and offers you advice for the best
solutions in Toulouse and the Occitanie
region. Pleasure and conviviality with the
support of the best technologies.

Thinking of setting your business
in Europe? Toulouse is a prime
business location en France:
fast growing economy, big international
groups, large workforce,
competitive costs for setting up.

SEM So Toulouse
Arche Marengo - 1, allée Jacques-Chaban-Delmas - 31500 TOULOUSE - FRANCE

